Interactive diagrams are expensive to build, requiring significant programming experience. The cost of building such diagrams often prevents novice programmers or non-programmers from doing so. In this paper, we present user-guided techniques that transform a static diagram into an interactive one without requiring the user to write code. We also present a tool called EDDIE that prototypes these techniques. We evaluate EDDIE through: (1) a case study in which we use EDDIE to implement existing real-world diagrams from the literature and (2) a usability session with target users in which subjects build several diagrams in EDDIE and provide feedback on EDDIE’s user experience. Our experiments demonstrate that EDDIE is usable and expressive, and that EDDIE enables real-world diagrams to be implemented without requiring programming expertise.
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INTRODUCTION
Interactive diagrams are animated diagrams that users can interact with using a computational device such as a computer or tablet. For example, an interactive physics diagram with pulleys and weights might allow the user to move the pulleys and vary the weights, while observing the physical simulation that ensues.

Developing an interactive diagram requires programming expertise with technologies like JavaScript, HTML5 and server-side databases, and diagram authors might not have the level of programming ability required to make an interactive diagram.

In this paper, we present USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS, a technique that bridges this gap by enabling users to build good interactive diagrams without requiring any programming knowledge. Instead of writing code directly to implement an interactive diagram, users first make a static version of the diagram and then our technique synthesizes (i.e., adds) interactivity automatically. This technique also allows the author to visualize alternative interactivity models, so the author can quickly explore the space of possible interactive diagrams, and select and/or refine the ones that are the most appropriate for the specific goals.

The main challenges in making program synthesis-based techniques work are twofold: (1) usability/expressiveness and (2) computational tractability. For the former, the synthesis language must be expressive and general enough to implement a variety of interaction models, while succinct enough to be amenable to synthesis and usable by non-programmers. For the latter, even with a succinct intermediate representation the search space is extremely large and underconstrained as the number of possible programs that implement interactive diagrams is unbounded and metrics for suitable interactions vary among diagrams.

To address these problems, USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS makes use of the following two key ideas:

• Constraint-based formalism: This technique expresses and runs interactive diagrams using a constraint-based formalism with dynamically-adjusted constraints. This additional structure more effectively explores the search space of programs that implement interactive diagrams: instead of looking at all possible programs, the search looks at all possible constraints over a set of clearly defined variables. Furthermore, dynamic constraints offer a succinct and natural way of capturing the variation in interactivity across diagrams.

• User-guided preview-based synthesis: This technique employs a user-guided and interactive synthesis technique for programs in the constraint-based formalism. It does not rely on programming knowledge. Instead it uses a preview-based approach where the diagram author is shown previews of various interaction modalities, from which the author can pick the best one. The preview-based technique drastically reduces the user’s manual effort while also narrowing down the search space.
Using the above ideas, we built a diagram editor called EDDIE (screenshot in Figure 1a) that implements USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS. To demonstrate feasibility on a real-world application of interactive diagrams, we picked the domain of physics education. As benchmarks we used the interactive diagrams from the Physics Education Technology project (PhET) [42]. We performed our evaluation along three dimensions, expressiveness, utility, and usability.

For expressiveness and utility, we performed a case study in which we used EDDIE to re-implement a variety of existing PhET diagrams. Of the 11 existing PhET diagrams on gravity, springs, and pendulum motion, EDDIE was able to generate analogous versions for 9 of these 11 diagrams. Making these diagrams with EDDIE took a few minutes of human effort each. By comparison, these 11 benchmarks as implemented in PhET each required an average of roughly 5000 lines of expertly-written code.

For usability, we recruited a group of science teachers to author two diagrams using EDDIE and provide feedback on their experience. All of the participants were able to complete the task within an hour, and none of the participants required direct aid from the authors.

Our experiments demonstrate that EDDIE is usable and expressive, and that USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS allows real-world diagrams to be authored with much less effort than the original diagrams.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- **USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS**, a technique that transforms a static diagram into an interactive one without requiring the user to write code. The technique is summarized in the Overview section.

- A constraint-based formalism for interactive diagrams, summarized in the Interactive Diagrams using Constraints section.

- A user-guided, preview-based synthesis engine for interactive diagrams in the constraint-based formalism language, discussed in the User-Guided Diagram Synthesis section.

- An implementation of USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS in a diagram editor named EDDIE, discussed and evaluated in the Prototyping and Evaluation section.

- An evaluation of EDDIE on a case study of PhET interactive physics diagrams, discussed in the Case Study subsection.

- An evaluation of EDDIE on a user insight survey of science educators, discussed in the Usability: Teacher Usage and Insights subsection.

**RELATED WORK**

**Visual Editors.** There is a long and rich line of work on visual editors for diagrams, for example [29, 10, 26, 17, 55, 31, 52, 32, 51, 50]. To understand how our work fits into this broad line of research, it’s important to first note that the vast majority of prior editors (including all those cited above) support either static or animated diagrams, but not authoring of interactivity for the viewer, which is our main goal.

Much fewer editors support authoring of interactivity – Kitty [30] and Apparatus [1] are the main examples in this space. Our work is different from these editors in two ways. First, our approach of encoding diagrams using constraints and synthesizing the constraints automatically is novel. Second, our tool requires much less expertise to use than prior approaches. Consider for example Apparatus [1], which is a direct-manipulation editor for authoring interactive dataflow diagrams. While Apparatus is a powerful and sophisticated system, to use Apparatus the author must first become familiar with the tool’s dataflow programming paradigm. Consider as another example Kitty [30], which is sketch-based project for professional authoring of interactive animations. While Kitty enables the diagram author to add end-user interactivity to an animation, the author in Kitty must correctly express a global interactivity modality as the composition of pairwise element functional relationships.

In contrast to prior work, in our tool, the author must only: (1) draw a static, non-animated diagram, in a style that is familiar to many computer users (2) select between self-animating previews. This is a substantially lower cognitive burden: in our tool, the author has only two concepts to cognitively process (static diagrams and previews of dynamic diagrams) whereas in prior tools, the author must also process the language/mechanism for expressing interactivity (note that we have such a mechanism—the constraint language—but we generate the constraints automatically). We validate in our experiments that users with no prior knowledge can quickly generate interactive diagrams after just seeing a 15 minute demo.

There is however a key tradeoff here: while our approach reduces the cognitive burden required to build interactive diagrams, we don’t provide the same expressiveness as prior approaches (as we will discuss in the Limitations and Future Work section). As such, our work complements prior work: we provide good automation for a subset of all possible diagrams, and authors can go to more complex techniques/approaches for the rest.

**Constraints in User Applications.** Constraints have been used for visual layout for many years, dating back to SketchPad [47]. More recent work uses constraints for GUI builders [39, 38, 49], for user interactions [48], and as programming paradigms [40, 18]. The DeltaBlue project [19] coined the notion of an incremental constraint solver, which can dynamically resolve a system when constraints are added or removed. Our work presents an application of constraint solving to the domain of interactive diagram synthesis: indeed, our implementation uses Cassowary [4, 12], an incremental constraint solver also used in Mac OS X.

**Inference of Layout Constraints.** Closely related to our work is research on layout editors that use constraints in the back-end, for example the work on Programming by Manipulation for Layout [25] and The Auckland Layout Editor for GUIs [54]. Our work is different in that, instead of just inferring layout constraints, our work also infers (with the help of a human) the constraints for interactivity: what happens when control points in a diagram are dragged by a user.
**Program Synthesis.** Program Synthesis infers a program from a partial program or a specification [21]. Synthesis is hard because the search space is large, which is typically addressed by limiting the domain language [22, 23, 46, 28, 41], cleverly enumerating programs [33, 53], or asking the human for help [45]. The primary difference in our work is that we apply synthesis-inspired techniques to the domain of interactive diagrams. We narrow the search space by (1) considering a constraint-based formalism whose structure we can exploit and (2) asking the human to make key decisions.

**Programming by Demonstration.** Programming by Demonstration (PbD), also know as Programming by Example, builds programs from example input-output pairs [15, 37]. PbD is used in a variety of settings, such as generating web scripts [34], building visual tutorials [20], and creating multi-touch interactions [35]. In contrast to PbD, our approach does not use example program input-output pairs.

**Interactive Technical Diagrams.** There has been a lot of recent interest in digitizing figures and diagrams for STEM education [24, 3]. A large and successful project integrating computers with education is the Physics Education Technology (PhET) project [42], which builds and evaluates interactive diagrams for K-12 [8, 36, 43]. PhET’s diagrams require significant programming expertise to build. The project employs 4 full-time software developers and states that each diagram typically involves a software developer, a scientist, and an educator [6]. Our contribution is to enable users with no programming expertise to directly build interactive diagrams.

**Interactive Diagram Toolkits.** Kitty [30] is a sketch-based project for professional authoring of interactive animations. Kitty’s model of interaction is that of functional relationships with one parameter, e.g., variable \(A\) as a function of variable \(B\). The functional relationship model fits well within the domain of sketch-based animation authoring; however, many useful diagrammatic relationships involve more than two variables and so can’t be expressed with Kitty’s functional relationships. In addition, users of Kitty must specify the functional relationship between each diagram element and the remaining diagram elements, which leads to a quadratic growth in the number of user-provided relationships. In contrast, our use of constraints enables the technique to not only encode many useful relationships between more than two variables, but to do so very succinctly, without having to explicitly state pair-wise relationships between all diagram elements.

**Sketch-based Simulation Inference.** Sketching is a body of work focused on recognizing a simulation or animation from a user’s diagrammatic sketch. By relying on properties of particular domains, sketching has been applied effectively to mechanical systems [10, 11], vector spaces [14], and fluid simulations [55]. In addition, more general sketching systems have also been developed [17, 27]. With the exception of Kitty [30], sketching work builds non-interactive diagrams: in contrast, we use program synthesis techniques to build interactive diagrams.

**OVERVIEW**

We begin with an overview of how EDDIE works through an example. There are two kinds of people who interact with EDDIE: users who build interactive diagram, which we will refer to as authors from now on; and users who interact with interactive diagrams, which we will refer to as viewers from now on. For a single diagram, EDDIE displays both perspectives simultaneously (screenshot in Figures 1a) using two panes, a left pane for the editing perspective of the author and a right pane for previewing the perspective of the viewer. The left author pane is akin to a traditional editor perspective, whereas the right pane provides a live interactive preview that is continuously updated.

For our running example, suppose that an author wants to build an interactive physics diagram depicting a platform with a weight on top of a spring, as shown in Figures 1a and 1b. The author places a weight (using an image link), a spring, a rectangle for the platform, and a rectangle for the base in the diagram by clicking the respective buttons in the “Shapes” and “Physics” dropdown menus. Once the shapes are in the diagram, the author uses the left pane of EDDIE to place the shapes in the desired configuration (as shown in Figures 1a and 1b). As the shapes are moved in the left author pane, the shapes in the right viewer pane follow.

The author next adds viewer interactivity to the diagram. EDDIE enables viewer interactivity through draggable points called drag points. Drag points are visible in the viewer’s perspective (the right pane) and are draggable by the viewer. For this diagram, the author desires two viewer interactions through two drag points. First, when the viewer drags the middle of the platform, the following should happen: (1) the platform translates, but only in the Y dimension (2) the base remains in place (3) the weight translates and (4) the spring compresses/extends. Second, when the viewer drags the middle of the base, the entire diagram should translate in both dimensions.

To add these interactions, the author must first specify where drag points are located. This is done by clicking “Interaction”, which displays all candidate drag points in the author pane. The author can then enable the desired drag points by clicking on them (clicking again disables the drag point). In the running example, the author selects the two desired drag points, in the middle of the weight and in the middle of the base, as shown in Figure 1b.

For each enabled drag point in the author pane, EDDIE automatically generates a tentative interaction modality. At this point, the author can interact with the diagram in the viewer pane and see what interaction modalities EDDIE has picked. Interacting with the diagram, the author notices that the drag point on the base translates the entire diagram, exactly as the author intended. The drag point on the weight moves the weight and platform and stretches the spring in both the X and Y dimensions, which—although a valid interaction—is not what the author intended. Instead, the author intended the weight and platform to ignore viewer input in the X dimension, i.e., to only translate and stretch in the Y dimension.
To change the interaction of the drag point on the weight, the author right-clicks the drag point in the author pane. EDDIE generates a list of valid interaction modalities for this drag point and displays this list in a preview window. The preview window shows an animated preview of the currently selected modality, along with “left” and “right” arrows to navigate through the list of animated previews. Each animated preview is self-animating, in that it shows what would happen if a viewer were to drag the drag point in a circular pattern. Figure 1c shows a static snapshot of such a self-animating preview. The circle and arrows are not part of the preview—they are used in Figure 1c to explain what path the drag point takes during the animation. These self-animating previews enable the author to quickly flip through many possible viewer interactions. In the running example, the author clicks “right” several times until the correct version is shown. The author then clicks “accept” to use this interaction modality.

The author now interacts again with the diagram in the viewer pane, and sees that the drag point on the base has the desired viewer interactivity. Furthermore, the author also tries the simulation component of the diagram in the viewer pane (the spring contains its own physical properties), and makes sure that the diagram works as intended. The diagram is now complete.

**Overview of User-Guided Interaction Synthesis.**

So far, this overview focused on a description of EDDIE from the perspective of the author and omitted technical details of the technique underlying EDDIE. EDDIE uses a technique we call User-Guided Interaction Synthesis, which broadly speaking works as follows. First, interactive diagrams are represented in an intermediate language in two parts: a symbolic description of the shapes and a constraint-based formulation of interaction modalities. Second, given a static diagram, which contains shape descriptions and locations of drag points (with no interactivity), a synthesis algorithm generates an ordered list of interaction modalities for each drag point, in which each interaction modality is represented by a set of constraints governing that point’s motion. Third, the author is able to preview all the interaction modalities by right-clicking on a drag point, and selecting from a list of animated previews. The rest of this paper explains these technical details in more depth. The next section (Interactive Diagrams Using Constraints) shows how to encode interactive diagrams using constraints, and the following section (User-Guided Diagram Synthesis) describes our synthesis algorithm and previewing approach.

**INTERACTIVE DIAGRAMS USING CONSTRAINTS**

**User-Guided Interaction Synthesis** uses a constraint formalism to encode interactive diagrams. We first present background material on constraint systems and then we show how to use constraints to encode a given interactive diagram.

**Background on Linear Constraint Systems**

A *linear constraint* is a linear equality over variables, in this case floating-point variables. For example, \( y = 3x \) and \( t = 2 \) are linear constraints, while \( x^2 + y^2 = 3 \) is not. A *linear constraint solver* takes a set of linear constraints and attempts to produce a valuation of constraint variables that satisfies the input constraints. If the input constraints are not solvable, e.g., \( x = 2 \) and \( x = 3 \), the constraint solver produces a variable valuation that minimizes an error metric, typically a weighted sum of violated constraints. Linear constraint solving is an example of linear programming, which is typically solved using Dantzig’s classic simplex algorithm [16] or a variant thereof.

This work uses a specific kind of constraint solver, namely an *incremental constraint solver* [19]. Such constraint solvers are designed specifically for interactive domains, including graphical applications, and are typically used in the following way. First, the layout of graphical objects on the screen is encoded using a set of constraints. Then, each time the viewer moves an object on the screen, the constraints are solved again to re-compute the layout of objects. A prominent example of such a constraint solver is the Cassowary [12] constraint solver, which we use in our implementation of EDDIE (and which is also used in the layout engine for Mac OS X).
Interactive constraint solvers have two features specifically designed for interactive graphical applications: stay constraints and edit constraints.

A stay constraint is a constraint of the form \( \text{Stay}(v), \) where \( v \) is a variable. This constraint tells the constraint solver that the next time it is invoked to solve the constraints, the variable \( v \) should remain the same as its old value. This is useful because in most cases there are many solutions to the constraints, and the stay constraints enable an algorithm to state that for certain variables, all else being equal, they should remain unchanged.

An edit constraint is a constraint of the form \( \text{Edit}(v = c) \) where \( v \) is a variable and \( c \) is a numerical constant. This constraint acts exactly like the regular constraint \( v = c \), except that after the solver is done solving the constraints, it deletes the edit constraint. Edit constraints are used to encode changes due to viewer input. For example, if the viewer moves an object horizontally on the screen to a new position, one would create an edit constraint to temporarily set the \( X \) variable for that object to be the new position. The solver then solves the constraints (including the edit constraint) to find a new layout, after which the edit constraint is automatically removed. At this point the viewer’s input has been incorporated into the current values of the variables, and so there is no need to keep the edit constraint around.

Finally, constraint solvers also have a way of prioritizing constraints. This is typically done by assigning constraints weights, and the constraint solver tries to minimize the sum of the weights of violated constraints. This prioritization feature is a side effect of the fact that these solvers typically use Simplex, which similarly solves constraints by minimizing the weighted sum of violated constraints. Despite being an implementation detail of the solver’s algorithm, prioritization can be useful for interactive user applications.

**Interactive Diagrams using Constraints**

Now that we have covered background material on constraint systems, we show how to encode a particular interactive diagram using constraints. At this point, we are not yet concerned with synthesis of interactive diagrams (i.e., synthesis of the constraints)—we are simply showing how to encode a single interactive diagram using constraints. In the Synthesis section, we will show how to synthesize an interactive diagram by exploring a set of interactive diagrams and selecting the best one using feedback from the author.

In our technique, interactive diagrams have two components: (1) a shape description section, which states what shapes are in the diagram, and (2) a constraint section, which describes relationships between shapes as linear constraints. Figure 2 shows some examples of the shape primitives used in the shape description section, along with their graphical representation. The parameters to these shape primitives are constraint variables, which we call control variables; the relationships between these control variables are stated by equations in the constraint section.

We now describe the three different kinds of constraints and how they are used.

![Figure 2: Example primitives for the shape description section. EDDIE also supports Images and Springs, which are analogous to Rectangles and Vectors respectively.](image)
whose stay constraints will be temporarily removed when the viewer moving the mouse) would try to move the circle still allowing the X-position to change to 31. In essence, the approach prioritizes stay constraints over edit constraints, this is precisely the opposite of what prior work has done. This can be done without problems because this approach explicitly removes stay constraints for the variables that should be allowed to be free.

### USER-GUIDED DIAGRAM SYNTHESIS

Now that we have described how to encode a single interactive diagram using constraints, we can now present how interactivity synthesis works. The key insight in this synthesis approach is that it is user-guided: during synthesis this approach will ask the author for help with certain decisions that the author is best equipped to do. This collaboration between human and computer enables USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS to avoid expensive work and incorrect results, while also reducing the work that the author needs to do.

#### Generating Layout Constraints

After the author draws the static diagram, USER-GUIDED INTERACTION SYNTHESIS first generates layout constraints. Layout constraints capture adjacency relationships, invariants such as “a spring connects P and Q”, or “X lies right next to Z”. To do so, we first define snap points for each of our shape primitives and express the snap point coordinates in terms of shape control variables. Recall that shape control variables are the constraint variables passed as parameters to shape primitives like Rect. Figure 4 shows the snap points for several of our shape primitives. For example, given a vector rooted at \((X, Y)\) and with height \(H\) and width \(W\), an expression for the midpoint of the vector is \((X + W/2, Y + H/2)\). This expression calculates the midpoint regardless of updates to any of the underlying variables. We call such expressions **snap point expressions**.

Now that we have defined snap points, this approach starts with the static diagram that is provided by the author. For each snap point the algorithm now has two things: (1) as mentioned above, it has a snap point expression stating the snap point’s coordinates in terms of control variables, for example \((X + W/2, Y + H/2)\) for the mid-point of a vector; (2) it also has the snap point’s concrete coordinates in the static diagram, for example \((10, 20)\).

This technique now searches the static diagram for **contact points**, which are two snap points that have the same concrete coordinates in the static diagram—in other words two snap points that are located at the same exact position. This algorithm assumes that a pair of overlapping snap points is not
accidental, but rather indicates that the two shapes should be
connected at that point. So, for each such pair of overlapping
snap points in the static diagram, the point is considered to be
a contact point, and this technique adds a constraint to keep
the two snap points co-located by equating their \((X, Y)\) snap
point expressions.

Selecting Drag Points

After generating layout constraints, the next step is to select
drag points, which are the points that viewers can drag around
on the screen. A drag point is a snap point (as defined previ-
ously) which the author has decided to make interactive (recall
that each shape has many snap points, as shown for example
in Figure 4).

One approach for selecting drag points is to exhaustively
search through all subsets of snap points, make them inter-
active drag points, prune non-sensical results, and then have
the author go through these results. However, this approach is
both expensive and likely to generate an overwhelming num-
ber of options, when in fact the author in most cases already
knows precisely which points should be interactive.

Instead, we have decided to let the author make this decision
upfront by stating directly which snap points to turn into drag
points. The author can click on “Interactions”, which displays
all candidate points that can be made into drag points. The
author can then click on the points that should be interactive.
Figure 5 shows this interface after the author has selected
three drag points, which have become green to indicate they
are selected. At any point later in the editing, the author can go
back to this view and select additional drag points, or disable
previously selected drag points.

User-Guided Interaction Synthesis now needs to gen-
erate layout constraints for the newly created drag points. For
each snap point \(P\) that the author has selected to become a
drag point, the technique creates control variables for the drag
point’s \(X\) and \(Y\) coordinates, and creates constraints equating
those control variables to \(P\)’s snap point expressions. These
constraints have two purposes. (1) When the underlying shape
moves/resizes because of other changes in the diagram, the
drag point also moves—consider for example a drag point in
the corner of a box for resizing, which should move with the
shape. (2) When the drag point is moved, it will have an effect
on the shape itself.

Generating Interactivity Constraints

Now that the author has chosen drag points, what remains
is to generate the constraints that govern the interactivity of
these drag points. Recall that interactivity of drag points is
governed by the free set of each drag point. This free
set captures those variables which will be allowed to change
when a given drag point is dragged. Thus, this algorithm
must generate a free-set map \(M\) from drag points to sets of
variables. Our general approach will again leverage human
interaction: the engine generates free-set maps and orders
them heuristically, and finally displays animated previews to
the author showing what interactions look like under these
different free-set maps. The author will then be able to quickly
find their desired interactivity.

Pruning by Validity. First, we show how to significantly
narrow down the search space of free-set maps before even
displaying them to the author. We define a notion of validity
for the free-set map, so that the search only needs to look
at valid maps, instead of all maps. To understand where this
notion of validity comes from, let’s return to constraint solvers.

There are two situations where constraint solvers give results
that are difficult to predict. The first is when the constraints
are underspecified, in which case there are many solutions,
and the constraint solver just picks one. The second is when
the constraints are overspecified, in which case the constraint
solver uses weights to figure out which constraints to violate.
In both of these situations the results are hard to predict and are
very sensitive to small changes in constraint weights. Instead,
the synthesis algorithm will keep constraints exactly specified,
where there is a single solution. The notion of validity for a
free-set map \(M\) will guarantee that the constraints are always
exactly specified, so that the solution depends only on the
constraints, and not on internal details of the solver or brittle
weights.

At first, one might think that there is a simple way to define
validity, which is to require that the number of variables is
equal to the number of constraints. Although in linear systems
this guarantees no more than one solution (i.e., it avoids being
underspecified), it doesn’t guarantee a solution (i.e., it does
not avoid being overspecified).

Instead, we define an algorithmic definition of validity. In
particular, for each drag point and the free set in \(M\) for the
drag point, the algorithm constructs the edit constraints that
would be built at runtime if the drag point were dropped, and
then uses a simple traversal through the constraints starting
at the edited variables to make sure that all variables can be
solved for exactly. To begin, the algorithm initially marks as
determined all the variables that have changed (i.e., mentioned
in edit constraints) and all other variables that are constrained
to stay unchanged (i.e., mentioned in a stay constraint). Next,
each time it sees a linear constraint where all but one of the
variables is determined, the last variable is marked as
determined (which works because linear constraints provide a
unique solution for the last undetermined variable in an equa-
tion). We repeat this process until no more variables can be
marked as determined. If during this process each variable is
marked as determined exactly once, this drag point and its as-

Figure 5: Drag points and their generated linear constraints.
sociate free set leads to a single unique solution when dragged. If this process succeeds for all drag points and their associated free sets in \( M \), we say that \( M \) is valid.

Narrowing down to only valid maps is really important: for a drag point in our most complex benchmark, there are 28 shape control variables for roughly 268 million possible free-set maps but only 3 of these maps are valid. The above definition of validity can be applied directly using a naïve approach that enumerates all possible free sets for each drag point, and then applies the validity definition to only maintain valid maps. While this approach works, it is also very expensive and indeed, intractable in practice. We have developed an optimized dynamic-programming computation which builds the valid free sets bottom-up efficiently.

**Preview Ranking and Visualization.** Empirically the number of valid maps for a given drag point is relatively small (on average 14.5). As a result, for each drag point the algorithm generates all valid free sets and ranks the results with several heuristic aesthetics functions.

This ranking function encodes numerically the following four aesthetic observations: (1) changes in response to viewer interaction tend to involve only a handful of shapes, and so we favor interactions with fewer number of shapes; (2) shapes tend to respond to changes the same way in both dimensions, e.g., resizing in one dimension but translating (not resizing) in another is very unusual; (3) drag points on the corners of shapes tend to control translation, while drag points in the middle of shapes tend to control stretching; (4) drag points that move in one dimension are much less common than points that move in multiple dimensions.

Once the free sets are ranked, the top-ranking free set for each drag point becomes the default for that drag point. The author can now interact with the diagram in the viewer pane. If any drag point does not interact in the intended way, the author can right-click on the drag point and see an ordered list of all available interaction modalities. Each modality is previewed automatically through a self-animating diagram, showing the author what would happen if the drag point were moved in a circular motion. The author can flip through the different previews, and pick the one that captures the correct interactivity. Figure 1c in the Overview section depicts an automatically-animated preview. The preview adds an image of a hand to indicate exactly which part of the diagram is being dragged. There is also an “Accept” button (not shown) that allows the author to accept the current preview, and selection arrows (not shown) that allow the author to move between different previews.

By ordering the interactivity modalities heuristically, using the top-ranked modality as the default, and allowing the author to change modalities through previews, this technique leverages the computer’s ability to quickly narrow down millions of modalities into a short ordered list, and also leverages the human’s ability to quickly pick among a list of self-animating previews.

**PROTOTYPING AND EVALUATION**

To evaluate **User-Guided Interaction Synthesis**, we built a diagram editor named **DDIE** that implements our approach. We wanted **DDIE** to be easily accessible and so implemented **EDDIE** as a client-side HTML5/JavaScript web application. For the static diagram editor, we slightly modified the FabricJS [2] library.

To demonstrate feasibility on a real-world application of interactive diagrams, we picked the domain of physics education. We evaluate **DDIE** on diagrams in the Physics Education Technology (PhET) project, a library of interactive educational technical diagrams [42]. PhET has received many awards and accolades and has provided empirical evidence for its educational effectiveness [6, 36, 13, 9]. In addition to being interactive, PhET’s diagrams include a simulation modelling the technical topic. As a proof of concept we extended **EDDIE** with a naïve physics engine to model a subset of PhET’s physical diagrams.

We evaluate **DDIE** along three dimensions: (1) **Expressiveness**, which looks at what kinds of interactive diagrams **DDIE** can build (2) **Cost Savings**, which looks at how good **DDIE** is at reducing a user’s effort of authoring interactive diagrams and (3) **Usability**, which looks at how usable the tool is in practice. The first two dimensions (expressiveness and costs savings) are evaluated through a case study in which we ourselves implement several real-world diagrams. The third dimension (usability) is evaluated by asking thirteen educators to use **DDIE** to build two PhET diagrams.

**Case Study.** In our case study, we looked at all interactive PhET physics diagrams for the following three topics: (1) simple spring mechanics, (2) gravity and planetary motion, and (3) pendulum motion. We discuss the physical and interactive properties of diagrams within each of these topics in turn.

- **Simple Spring Mechanics:** these diagrams study the dynamics of idealized, massless springs with one end fixed and the other subject to an applied force, for example a weight or another spring. The drag point is connected to the free end and controls the displacement of the spring. Springs can be connected end-to-end, in *series*, or side-by-side, in *parallel*. This category contains five diagrams: 1 spring, 2 springs, 2 series springs, 2 parallel springs, and a weight on a spring.

- **Gravity and Planetary Motion:** these diagrams study the force of gravity and its application to planetary motion. These diagrams have a number of spheres representing planets, as well as overlaid vectors representing velocity. PhET uses drag points in two ways: to determine the placement of a planet, and to determine the value of a velocity vector. This category contains four diagrams: a gravity lab, 2 planets, 3 planets, and 4 planets.

- **Pendulum Motion:** this diagram studies the motion of a simple pendulum subject to gravity and air resistance. The shapes consist of spheres representing the pendulum base and weight and a line between the spheres. A drag point controls the position (and by extension, angular displacement) of the pendulum weight. This category contains two...
diagrams, one with two pendulums and one with a single pendulum.

Across the three categories above, there are a total of 11 interactive diagrams. EDDIE is able to generate nine of these diagrams with very little human interaction, requiring at most five minutes of effort by the authors. Before we show the benefits that EDDIE provides in these nine diagrams compared to the traditional way of building these diagrams, we first explain the two diagrams that EDDIE cannot generate.

The first unsupported diagram is a series spring simulation in which the drag point simultaneously translates and compresses one of the springs. Our system limits updates to a single variable and so does not support this interaction. To support such interactions, we could extend EDDIE to use ranking functions on stay-constraints.

The second unsupported diagram is a spring simulation in which the viewer can drag-and-drop weights onto a platform attached to a spring. This action consists of two different layout configurations, one in which the weight is free-floating and one in which the weight is attached to the spring. Our framework currently assumes the layout constraints always hold for a given diagram and so can’t support this functionality. To support such interactions, EDDIE would need to add support for conditional layout constraints and drag-and-drop features.

Cost Savings. We now evaluate the manual effort required by the author to make diagrams in EDDIE compared to the traditional approach. The baseline we use is the PhET implementation of the nine benchmarks we also implemented in EDDIE.

In general, PhET benchmarks require a large amount of effort to build, and the builder needs to have a lot of programming experience. At the time of this writing, the project employs four full-time software developers [6]. Each diagram requires between 3800 and 5700 lines of handwritten JavaScript and Flash. Figure 6 shows the different benchmarks, along with the lines of codes required to implement each benchmark in PhET (column “PhET LoC”).

In EDDIE, authoring a diagram requires two efforts. First, the author generates a static representation of the diagram. We have not formally quantified this effort, but most static diagrams have only a handful of shapes, and creating and aligning those shapes takes on the order of minutes.

Second, the author specifies drag points and drag point interactions in the diagram. Figure 6 shows the effort required for this in three columns: “P” shows the number of drag points that the author must select; “V” shows the total number of previews that the author must view across all drag points for that benchmark (note that the V count includes the view that the author accepts for each drag point, meaning that V cannot be smaller than P); “VPP” (which stands for views per point) shows the total number of previews that the author must view per drag point, in other words VPP = V/P (VPP cannot be smaller than 1).

The VPP metric captures the effectiveness of this technique’s heuristic for ordering interactivity models (through ranking of free-set maps). A VPP of 1 corresponds to EDDIE always choosing the right interactivity model first, while a high VPP corresponds to showing many undesired interactivity models before the author finds the right one.

The VPP results demonstrate that EDDIE ranks interaction modalities well: in most cases, the correct interaction modality is in the top 3. Only one benchmark required 8 views per point, but even in this case, because the previews are self-animating, the viewer can very quickly browse through 8 previews, usually in less than one minute. As a whole, this case study demonstrates that EDDIE can express a variety of real-world diagrams and further, requires little effort by a power user (i.e., one of the authors of this paper).

Usability: Teacher Usage and Insights. To collect feedback and evaluate usability on the target audience of nonprogrammers, we introduced EDDIE during a higher-education computer science pedagogy class for K-12 teachers. We recruited eleven science teachers (three female) aged 25-55 and two male science professors aged 45-60. Participants were first given a brief 15-20 minute presentation on interactive diagrams and the features of EDDIE.

Next, the participants were given an instructional page about EDDIE and two interactive PhET diagrams to replicate within EDDIE. For each diagram, the organizer demonstrated the desired functionality of the specific diagram. The organizer did not directly aid the participants after participants started using EDDIE.

All participants replicated the two diagrams within an hour. The first diagram, consisting of a weight on the end of a spring [7], took the participants roughly 35-45 minutes to replicate. The second diagram was simpler, consisting of two pendulums hanging from a common pivot [5] and took roughly 5-20 minutes to replicate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Phet LoC</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Springs</td>
<td>5278</td>
<td>1 spring</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 springs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>parallel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbits/Gravity</td>
<td>5628</td>
<td>2 body</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 body</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 body</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendulum</td>
<td>3821</td>
<td>1 mass</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 masses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Comparison of programming effort between PhET and EDDIE for a variety of PhET physics diagrams. “P” is the number of points present in the diagram, “V” is the number of candidate interactions viewed by the user, and “VPP” is our metric of “Views-Per-Point”, “V/P”. EDDIE significantly reduces the effort of authoring diagrams, requiring one or two views per point for most diagrams.
After completing both diagrams, the participants answered some qualitative questions about their experience using EDDIE. We asked participants for both positive and negative feedback about the tool, in a free form manner. We did not prompt the participants to discuss any particular feature of EDDIE, and we did not tell them what part of EDDIE was novel.

On the positive side, 8 out of 13 participants mentioned that EDDIE was easy to use and one explicitly mentioned that the side-by-side panes were useful for simultaneously displaying the author’s and viewer’s perspectives. Finally, 5 out of 13 participants mentioned that they liked EDDIE’s static editing capabilities, which are mostly inherited from the existing FabricJS framework.

On the negative side, EDDIE performs a lot of work for the user and as a consequence several participants experienced a steep learning curve—3 out of 13 participants were at times surprised by the output of their actions. However, all three participants overcame the learning curve by referring to the help page and all three completed both exercises. Furthermore, 3 out of 13 participants were at first confused by the functionality of the left/right buttons in the interface that enables users to select interaction modality. This confusion was resolved after viewing the help page and all three participants completed the diagrams. EDDIE’s visualization and presentation of the list is tangential to our research contribution and was picked for ease of implementation. There are other mechanisms to make this interface clearer, for example displaying a swiping animation when previews are switched, replacing the left/right buttons with a single “next” button, or replacing the left/right buttons with a touch/swipe interface.

Finally, the participants used their own machines, which resulted in a wide variety of platforms (e.g., tablets, netbooks, and laptops) and web browsers (e.g., Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer, Edge). A significant number of these environments experienced some performance problems, for example lagging and jittery animated previews. Unfortunately, we did not discover these problems before the study because we had developed and tested EDDIE on a higher-end laptop, on which performance was not an issue. Still, despite these performance problems, EDDIE was ultimately usable and all participants finished their tasks quickly. Furthermore, we have not yet done any significant performance optimizations or extensive cross-browser testing. With further tuning and testing, we believe we can bring good performance to EDDIE across a wide variety of environments.

**Insights and Lessons Learned.** Through our usage and evaluation of EDDIE, we found that EDDIE’s design works well for a variety of reasons.

First, the side-by-side view is useful because it gives immediate feedback on how generated diagrams work. Task-switching is well-known to require measurable cognitive effort [44]. EDDIE’s side-by-side panes likely incur less cognitive load than alternating between two different views, because the panes in EDDIE are always visible at the same position.

Second, the self-animated previews are effective at quickly allowing authors to see different interaction modalities, but without having to do any actual manual interaction. This makes the selection process for interaction modalities very quick and easy to use.

Third, the approach of reducing the search space (by pruning underconstrained modalities) and then ordering the top candidates is effective because it narrows the author’s attention to only the most promising interaction modalities. While developing EDDIE, prior to adding the ordering heuristics, we experienced frustration at having to navigate many incorrect interactions. After adding the aesthetic heuristics, the experience was much improved.

**Limitations and Future Work.** There are clear opportunities for future work on expanding our expressiveness and automation to get closer to the expressiveness of more manual tools like Kitty [30] or Apparatus [1], including: continuous locations for drag points, user-defined adjacency relationships, conditional relationships, and nonlinear relationships. Still, despite these limitations on expressiveness, our formalism of shapes and drag points connected by linear adjacency relationships can capture about 67% of the interactivity present in PhET diagrams, a real-world set of interactive diagrams that domain experts actually wanted to build.

In addition, our physics engine is relatively simplistic and as a consequence, there are many diagrams in PhET for which EDDIE can support the interactive portion but not the domain-specific chemical, mathematical, or physical components. To fully support these diagrams, an expert programmer would have to extend EDDIE’s implementation by adding domain-specific primitives for these uncovered topics. Once this is done, diagram authors could then use the newly added primitives to reproduce these (currently unsupported) diagrams, without writing any additional code.

**Summary.** Our case study demonstrates that EDDIE can express and implement a broad variety of real-world diagrams. EDDIE only requires a handful of clicks to generate a complete interactive diagram and does not require any coding experience. In contrast, the original benchmarks require a large amount of programming expertise, which prevents many content experts from directly authoring diagrams. In addition, we demonstrated that EDDIE is usable by non-programming users and gathered some valuable target audience feedback about diagram construction using EDDIE.

**CONCLUSION**

We presented User-Guided Interaction Synthesis, a technique that transforms a static diagram into an interactive one without requiring any code to be written. We also presented an implementation in a tool called EDDIE, which we show is expressive and usable. By drastically reducing the cost of making interactive diagrams, this line of research opens up the possibility for experts who have domain knowledge (e.g., teachers who know about STEM) to build animated diagrams that they would otherwise not be able to build. This provides an exciting avenue not only for future research, but also for eventual impact on the adoption of interactive diagrams.
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